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How to Use This Book

This book is intended for those wishing to write their life story.
It is aimed primarily at anyone born before the end of the Second
World War, but the techniques used will also be of value to those
of a younger vintage.
The emphasis is not to write a bestseller, but a personal record for
family and friends to enjoy. Whilst those with higher ambitions will
find the book helpful, it is essentially intended for the enthusiastic
hobbyist writing to celebrate life. Typically this will include those
you have known and loved, the events that have shaped your life,
and the fascinating social history witnessed along the way.
Adopting a chronological approach, each chapter looks at a different
aspect of life. Two chapters are devoted to the war years; which
one is relevant will depend on your age. As with the rest of the
chapters, feel free to pick and chose as appropriate. At the end of
each chapter some writing tips are included, as well as questions
to help stimulate further thought.
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A series of personal anecdotes appear throughout the book, providing snap-shots of life in the middle years of the twentieth century
- all are written by amateur authors who grew up in Britain during
this era.
Finally, history notes covering the 50 years from 1930 are also
included. In addition to national and world events, these include
musical hits of the year, films, best-selling books and sporting
highlights to further jog your memory.
Use this book as it suits you. Select what you want and let the
memories roll!
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This chapter looks at those who were likely to have been influential
in your formative years - grandparents, parents, aunts, uncles and
siblings. It also provides the opportunity to record what you know
about those family members you were too young to remember; people
who will live on through your book.

Making a start
The two most popular ways to start writing about your family are:
introducing yourself;
recording your family background.
Which you choose will depend, in part, on how much is known about
the family history.
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Introducing yourself
The easiest and most popular way to start your book is to introduce
yourself and a few basic facts:
your full name;
your date of birth;
where you were born;
the names of your parents;
brief details of other siblings;
anything interesting about your birth.
The beauty of this straightforward approach is that it gets you into
the swing of writing immediately.

Case study - Ann Davies
I came into this world at Burghclere, Hampshire, on 12 February
1936, the fifth child and third daughter of Harry and Caroline
Hiller. Ahead of me were Mary, Leslie, Peter and Edith - Edith
was known to us all as Queenie. I was christened Ann and for some
reason was the only child to have just one forename - I thought
that perhaps my parents had run out of names!
Home was a small council house - No.2 Harts Cottages - in a
group of three semi-detached houses. I do not recall living there,
as a couple of years later we moved house. However, this was no
great upheaval as we moved next door to No. 1. The reason for this
minor migration was that our new home, being on the end of the
block, was larger; it also had the bonus of a bigger garden.
(The story then carries on in this style with the introduction of
Ann's three younger sisters. Details about grandparents, uncles and
aunts are also gently incorporated into the story.)

Meeting the Family
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Reflecting back
With the above approach, if you want to include some family history,
you can introduce yourself and your immediate family and then write
something like: 'Before I proceed too far with my own story, I will
record a little of what I know about my ancestors.' This then provides
an opportunity to write about those you never knew or were too
young to remember.

Using flashbacks
If you do not have much information about your family background,
you can include what you do know via a series of flashbacks, for
example, '... my parents always went to the Lake District for their
anniversary because that was where they met on a walking holiday
and it always remained a special place for them.'

Recording your family background
Whatever information you know about your family background is
worth including in your book. Starting from as far back as you can,
even if it is only your grandparents, bring your writing up to the point
where you enter the story. There is no need to undertake detailed
genealogical research; just record what you know already. Snippets
of information gleaned over the years might include:
where the family originated;
the derivation of the surname and any changes made over the
years;
family names and nicknames passed down the generations;
the size of families;
notable characters;
recurrent careers and jobs;
physical attributes passed down the generations;
property owned by the family, or even an ancestral home.
You may well know more about your family background than you give
yourself credit for. Not only will this be useful for setting the scene,
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but any future genealogists in the family will certainly be grateful
as well. Relatives and family friends might also be able to provide
additional detail.

Skeletons in the cupboard
If the 'skeletons' relate to relatively recent events, care should be taken
in deciding what is included; it is not the intention here to open up
old wounds or cause a family rift. However, where sufficient time has
passed, don't miss the opportunity to include the stories that have
gone down in family folklore.

Advice for genealogists
Those going back two or more generations might want to divide the
material into the maternal and paternal sides of the family, including
sub-headings for various branches of the family.
Whilst it is possible to include several chapters of family history
alongside your own life story, care should be taken not to confuse the
two projects. Genealogy can be a little on the dry side for those who
are not so enthusiastic about the subject - even those within the family.
Your life story, on the other hand, will appeal to a wider audience of
family and friends alike, because it is about you — someone they know
personally. Also, you will be able to include insights, feelings and
anecdotes to bring your writing alive, something not easily achieved
with the historical review.
Should you wish to include reams of information about your ancestors, several options exist:
Use an appendix -Appendices are ideal for detailed and/or lengthy
information which otherwise might create an imbalance in the
book, putting off all but the most dedicated readers before they
even reach the point where you are introduced to the story. The
more pertinent information can be included at the beginning of
the book with a reference to the full account in the appendix for
those who are interested.
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Include tables and lists — Genealogical information can be concisely displayed in tables or lists, saving on pages of narrative. It
is also easier to spot trends, like recurrent names and professions,
by such presentation. If there are several pages, again, the best
place may be the appendix.
Keep additional information with the book - Storing your autobiography in a presentation box will keep it in pristine condition as
well as being an ideal depository for information too voluminous
even for an appendix.
Insert a family tree - Reams of names and dates can be tedious
when writing about distant ancestors. If these are displayed in a
family tree, the more pertinent conclusions can then be included
in the narrative without boring the reader. For example, 'My greatgrandmother, Grace Gammon, was born on 3 October 1883. She
was the third of 13 children, but as she had two older brothers it
fell to her to look after the rest of the clan....'
If the family tree can be condensed onto a page or a folded larger
sheet, it can be incorporated within the book perhaps as an
appendix. Other options are to insert it into a wallet attached to
the front or back inside covers of the book, or alongside the book
in its presentation box. The advantage of keeping the family tree
loose is that it can be updated as the family evolves.
Redefine the project - You might have enough information to
divide your book into two parts: one for recording your family
history and the other for writing about your own life. This way
your readers have the option of being selective and choosing what
is of interest. The division can be explained in the introduction,
and even reflected in the title of the book - 'The Life Story of
George Lloyd, incorporating the History of the Lloyd Family1.
Separate the book into two projects - If there is enough information for a book on family history alone, consider presenting this
independently of your life story.

